(A) ORDINARY USES OF HEALTH RESORTS.
An almost endless amount has been written concerning the natural indications for the various climatic and mineral water health resorts in different diseases and morbid conditions. It would be waste of time to go over all this again here-there are many text-books which constitute a store-house of information on the subject. But 1 believe that in the future it will still largely depend on the local doctors as to what classes of cases are specially attracted to any particular health resort. It is the doctor that knows most about the class of case in question (including the natural course of the disorder and its symptoms), who can likewise make use of the special local resources of the health resort to the best advantage for the individual patient. Naturally, therefore, in my opinion, the progressive part which can be played by health resorts in the future in the social life of a great country will depend largely on the general and special medical ability and experience of the local doctors. In pulmonary tuberculosis health resorts are often used as places of residence for the patients, and so also in the case of scrofulous children. Health resorts should also more frequently serve as places of residence for chronic bronchitics, the subjects of chronic rheumatoid arthritis, and chronic invalids of various other categories. Not only will most chronic invalids be better off, from the medical point of view, at suitable health resorts (if my ideas of future development are correct), where they could be always under the supervision of doctors specially adapted for helping them, but London and other large cities would be probably benefited by their absence. Some chronic invalids might have even two or more health resort homes, residing at one during one season of the year and at another during another season.
Someone may object that chronic invalids often " love to be in London," and that what I advocate would " break up family ties." If health resorts develop in the direction which I indicate, invalids (those who caAnot help being invalids) will prefer them to London. At health resorts more than at any other places invalids ought to be' able to live the fullest life of which they are capable-and I do not forget their mental life. Many invalids are mentally gifted beyond the average. There would be literary, artistic, and scientific " circles," and doubtless cultivated ladies would be found willing and capable of holding " salons," at which the members of such circles would be specially welcomed. The "transactions" of the local societies would often rival those of the learned academies of large cities.
But not all at such health resorts would be invalids. The sons and daughters (whether " dutiful " or not) and other healthy relatives and friends would frequently pay visits to the invalid colony-and many healthy persons (apart from doctors and those connected with "business " and trade matters) would carry on the main work of their life there, attracted either by the beauty of the surroundings or wishing to live near invalid relatives or friends. Such places would also always remain suitable resorts for healthy recreation and would still be visited by the young, middle aged, and old, in need of relaxation and a holiday. For the younger ones and the healthy there would be abundant opportunities for open-air games and sport, as well as for intellectual entertainments, but for mere "loafing " on their part there would be no more encouragement than at any other places. Members of the learned professions, especially law and medicine, might well spend ample holidays at such places before it becomes too late for them. I feel convinced that many lawyers, physicians, surgeons, &c., die indirectly from overwork. They say that they " cannot " go for a long holiday, because their " practice would suffer." It might diminish to some extent, but they are often quite rich enough to afford it; even if some of their clients desert them and their professional rivals become the gainers, the maintenance of their health is much more important to them than such losses. The very clients most dependent on them ought to prefer to lose them for a time than lose them altogether. There are some, I believe, who do not admit that long-continued excess of exciting professional brain work is often a cause of relatively premature death, and I am not aware of the existence of any good statistical inquiry on the subject-for instance, a comparison of the average duration of life in doctors who have been known to take regular holidays with that in doctors (in the same kind of practice) who have practically taken no holidays at all. The latter is, I hope, a numerically fast diminishing class. These last remarks, however, are rather outside the main subject of my paper.
(C) HEALTH RESORTS AS PLACES FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF CHRONIC AND FUNCTIONAL DISEASES.
As the doctors at different health-resorts would have extraordinary facilities for the observation of different classes of cases, certain health resorts should become admirable places for the diagnosis of special diseases. In this the doctors would naturally have all the modern laboratory and other aids to diagnosis at their service, including all kinds of blood examination, Rontgen-ray apparatus, mnethods for the examination of the circulatory organs, for the examination of the digestive organs, &c. At some health resorts there would be special facilities for the investigation and treatinent (including psycho-analytical methods) of functional disorders of the nervous system. And, by-the-bye, the psychic factor in the treatment of ordinary cases at health resorts is often a large one (as has been pointed out and explained by various writers time after time), so that the acquisition of extra psychotherapeutic knowledge by the local physicians would not be at all out of place.
People will, I hope, become gradually more and more inclined to avoid great cities when not obliged to live in them. Holidays will be largely spent at health resorts, and when one member of a family has a troublesome and somewhat obscure chronic or functional disorder, a health resort will be selected for the family holiday at which the local doctors have a great reputation for their correct diagnoses and successful therapeutical plans for the class of disorders in question.
The health resorts visited during the holidays by families will often be those where there are special facilities for having the physical and mental abilities of the younger members tested and estimated. There such questions will be answered as the following: " Is he able to play cricket and ordinary games like other boys?" " Will rowing in a race be dangerous for him ?" " Is he mentally able to hold his own amongst other children of the same age ? " " Ought he to be educated separately or at a special institution or can he be sent to school with other boys ?" "Ought one to take special care in regard to his heart?" "Is the albuminuria in this case merely orthostatic, and, if so, is the boy or girl in other respects sound and of average physical capability?" " Is he physically up to the standard for the Army or Navy or Indian Civil Service ?" At some resorts the effects of various kinds of violent physical effort would be watched by medical experts-capable of coming to a correct conclusion as to whether the exertion is too much, or dangerous.
Chronic dyspeptic. symptoms and disorders of the digestive system could be thoroughly investigated (if progress is made in the direction I indicate) *at nearly all health resorts, because such troubles are very frequent and troublesome, though often not " dangerous." "What's wrong with this youth'? Though tall and rather lanky, he's fairly strong in an ordinary kind of way. But he says he cannot play football in the afternoon like other boys, or only if he goes without his mid-day meal or the portion of it that he most enjoys (the fruit pie or pudding). When he plays soon after an ordinary meal, a thin tasteless fluid, like warm water, begins to pour into his mouth (reflex salivation) so quickly that he can hardly swallow it; he has a choking feeling in his throat and he begins to belch up wind like a neurotic subject of aerophagy. He has himself found out that if he then lies down flat on his back, all his discomfort rapidly disappears." Such a case could be investigated during holidays at health resorts. The R6entgen ray skiagrams would probably reveal considerable gastroptosis; owing to the gastroptosis more or less obstruction to the exit of food, together with reflex salivation, may be produced by playing football not long after a fairly copious meal.
I am afraid that these somewhat disjointed remarks form a very inadequate substitute for the address which the President has been unfortunately prevented from giving to-day owing to his illness.
